Abstract : This research is concerned with the influence of the Shi'a sectarian doctrine on the appearance of a new kind of mosques that was only known in the Shi
II. Hussaini Buildings Locations
The Hussaini buildings are usually established on the borders or edges of the cities and villages, in which certain factors are taken into consideration determining their spread. In the Safavid Age, the city was divided into the city center that is surrounded by shops through empty streets connected together by alleys and lanes, in addition to two main squares, one of which is a public commercial or governmental square and the other is a hospice or Hussaini building [13] , as in Semnan, Yazd, Tehran, Nain and other Iranian cities (Fig.1) . The space of Hussaini is determined according to the population in the area to serve the whole community. III.
An Archeological Architectural Study Of The Iranian Hussaini Models In The Safavid Era:
Hussaini buildings are divided into ones attached to imam Zadh and others sectarian buildings inside the city, following a religious community or separate Hussaini buildings with certain units and extensions. Such buildings are established at the city borders. Among the buildings that are established as extensions to the Hussaini buildings, either attached or separated, is Saqakhana "Sabil", as a reminder of thirst and pain, or they may be distributed around with water sinks their sides like Sengap or containers like Ab Anbar connected to them through channels, as in Nokapad Hussaini or inside them as in Kelwan, Bab al-Masjid , and Saray No Hussaini (7.pp.134) . This is in addition to a mosque for the five prayers "Namazkhana", and finally a kitchen to prepare the food for the religious ceremonies. Hussaini buildings spread in Iran in the Safavid Age since the state declared Shi'a as the official doctrine, as it also spread in Iraq, especially at the time of Shah Abbas during his victory over the Ottomans. The Hussaini buildings appeared as well in India and Middle Asia, during the Safavid Age, in which their artistic and architectural features were influenced by the Persian art and architecture throughout history.
Many horizontal plans used by architects in establishing Iranian Hussaini were received, as there were Hussaini buildings with square of rectangle horizontal plans, along with octagonal horizontal shape, and sometimes circular. Most Hussaini buildings consist of two floors. However, some exceptions of such design were received, like ones with one floor or several floors (three floors). As an example of this is Tehran Hussaini that Naser al-Din Shah ordered its establishment in 1290A.H. / 1873A.D. for being influenced by the European theatrical thought, and was known as the government hospice. It consists of several floors; the first floor is an empty space centered with a gypsum building in which elegies and epic poems were presented. The rest of the floors were occupied with a group of rooms in a rectangle horizontal plan, for the residence of the Shah and his family, the poets and imitators [14] .
As for the Hussaini architecture styles, they have an iwan design consisting of one, two or four iwans. In fact, it is similar to the architecture of the Safavid mosques and schools, which had the iwan design as their official one. Yet, the difference between them lies in that the mosque and school had a unity of corridor, while this never appeared in Hussaini architecture. The following part presents the patterns and styles of Iranian Hussaini buildings, divided into two main patterns; the first is the separate Hussaini and the second is the attached with architectural groups, in which such architectural extensions and units attached are subsequent or prior to the Hussaini establishment. Each pattern is explained as follows.
IV.
The First Pattern: The Separate Pattern:
This separate pattern of Hussaini relates to the ones built alone without any architectural extensions or units attached to it for different functions. Such Hussaini buildings were built for the main function of giving condolences on Ashura Day. Three styles of this pattern were received, depending in their division on the Number of iwans distributed into the Hussaini sides on the inside, as follows:
The First Style: The four-iwan Hussaini style:
In its horizontal plan, it depends on four iwans in the middle of the Hussaini sides on the inside, filling the confined sides within the iwans with a Number of opaque or open entrances that lead to the chambers, among which are:
IV.1.1 Echthard Hussaini ‫حسينية‬ ‫اشتيارد‬ :
It is located in "Karaj Echthard" in Tehran, dating back to the Safavid Age (8. P. 139). It consists of an open square-shaped centered court, with almost rinsed corners decorated by a group of extensions (Fig.2) . In the middle of the court sides are four iwans that completely open to the court space. The deepest of iwans is the main one, upon which sides are two chambers that completely open to the court space, extending as the main iwan, faced by an entrance iwan. The Hussaini has two entrances of a distinguished design, in which the iwan is attached to an entrance vestibule of an octagonal horizontal plan opening to the street through a spacious door. On both sides of the iwan entrance, there are two chambers; one on the left and the other on the right, with a rectangular horizontal plan. On the other side, the western southern side has the second Hussaini entrance that opens on rectangular horizontal chambers that lead to the second floor, while the opposite side has a group of connected chambers, entered through three opaque entrances, the widest of which is the iwan entrance. 
IV.1.2 Bab al-Masjid Hussaini
‫المسجد‬ ‫باب‬ ‫حسينية:‬ It is located in Nain in the Darb Masjid locality, dating back to the Qajared Age (8. P.139).It consists of an open centered court (Fig.3) . in the middle of which sides are four iwans that completely open to the court space. It has two floors, each of which has several chambers. The main iwan and the one opposite to it open to the court with three opaque entrances of sharpened edges, the widest and highest of which is the middle one. The main iwan is covered by a high dome with long neck similar to Samarkand domes. The chambers are covered by small lobed domes. In the opposite sides, the iwan opening completely opens to the court, with quinary horizontal plan, shrouded on the right and left by four entrances; two on each side, one of which opens on the whole court functioning as a Hussaini entrance. (Fig.4) , on which sides there are two iwans that are wider and higher than the rest of the chambers. One of these iwans is distinguished by being divided into two floors and does not completely open to the court, leading directly to the Hussaini entrance. On the other hand, the other iwan opens completely to the court. The two sides have a group of five opaque entrances, some of which are plain while others lead to the chambers. One of the main entrances of the two floor Hussaini, directly opening to the court, is covered by a dome with a lantern. It is located in Nain in Sanag "Kodalo" locality, dating back to the Qajared Age (8. P. 139), (7. P 122) . It has a rectangle horizontal plan, in which the court occupies a big space (Fig. 5) . One of the sides has two iwans; one of which completely opens to the court, while the other is divided into two opaque entrances.
The other sides have opaque entrances, some of which are plain while others lead to small chambers. One of the main entrances of the two floor Hussaini, directly opening to the court, is covered by a dome with a lantern. (Fig 7) , in which one of its sides has a deep iwan. The other sides have opaque entrances, some of which are plain while others lead to chambers of a rectangular horizontal plan. The Hussaini consists of one floor only, with seven entrances, the main of which is covered by a dome with a lantern. (By the researcher)
IV.3.4 Jahl Dokhtaran Hussaini ‫ﮁ‬ ‫دختران‬ ‫ىل‬ ‫حسينية:‬
It is located in Nain city in Jahl Dakhetan locality, dating back to the Qajared Age (8.p.139). It has a square horizontal plan with the court taking more than half of its space (Fig.9 ). The eastern northern side is centered by an iwan that opens completely to the court, while the other sides have opaque entrances. This Hussaini has many features despite its small space, as in the eastern northern side there is a panorama (16) as the one in Iranian mosques and schools. Also, in the western southern side, there is a tower similar to the Syrian minarets, with a square vertical plan in which its final third is divided and carved, known as Padcar (17), providing good airing for the Hussaini heat. It is worth noting that the panorama and the tower are on the same line. Thus, this Hussaini combines between two architectural units; one of mosques and the other of civil architecture. 
IV.3.5 No Abad Hussaini: ‫حسينية‬ ‫آباد‬ ‫نٌ‬
It is located in Nain city in Doctor Shariati Street in No Abad locality, dating back to the Qajared Age. It is distinguished from the other Hussaini by being internally divided into two sections (Fig, 10) , one open and the other covered. The open section was designed in a rectangular horizontal plan centered by a spacious court ( Fig.10) , in which the northern part is occupied by a lamp with an octagonal horizontal plan. The southern side of the court has an iwan that opens completely to the court, while the eastern and northern sides are occupied by a group of entrances, some of which are opaque and the others lead to extensions that serve the Hussaini function. As for the western side, its southern part is occupied by an edged entrance that leads to the covered section of the Hussaini, with an octagonal horizontal plan, in which each of the eight sides opens completely to the centered octagonal part that is covered by a dome with a lantern. This Hussaini is distinguished for such a creative design that serves for condolences ceremonies in summer and winter.
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V.1
Iwan Style: It's contain from four Iwan perpendicular
V.1.1 Haronih Hussaini [18]: ‫حسينية‬ ‫ىارًنية‬
It follows in its design Haronih imam Zadh in Haronih area in front of Juma Masjid of Isfahan, facing Ali and Hajji Hassan mosques, dating back to the Safavid Age, while the origin of imam Zadh establishment dates back to the Seljuk or Ghaznavi Age. Some assign its establishment to Haron bin Ali, one of the ancestors of Imam Ali (9.P. 360), and was renovated at the age of Shah Ismail, and it was said that it was renovated again at the age of Shah Tahmasp by Dormesh Hussein Khan Shamlo ‫د‬ ‫شاهلى‬ ‫خاى‬ ‫حسيي‬ ‫ورهيش‬ in 918-938 A.H. / 1512-1531 A.D. (10: S2,P. 221), (11. P. 221), (12. P. 509). The Hussaini occupies one of Imam Zadh sides, as it consists of a group of extensions of a school and a shrine, in addition to the Hussaini and Imam Zadh. Thus, it is considered a religious sectarian complex (Fig. 11) . It is entered through the court through two entrances, and internally, the Hussaini is a rectangular horizontal plan, connected at some sides by side chambers, some of which open to the plate. Its walls are decorated with flags and badges. It has a very long rectangular horizontal plan, in which the western southern side is occupied by a small iwan that does not fit with the spacious court, leading to the architectural complex of Imam Zadh (Fig.12) . The rest of the sides are occupied by opaque entrances with edged plain sides. in Isfahan, dating back to the Qajared Age. The horizontal plan of the Hussaini is a rectangle, in which the western southern side is occupied by an iwan that is divided into three linear sections, the widest of which is the middle one (Fig.13) . The rest of the sides are occupied by opaque entrances that open to the court with edged sides, but they are plain. On the other hand, the eastern northern side is occupied by a group of chambers that open to the court, and the hospice court has a lamp of octagonal horizontal plan. This pattern has a horizontal plan of a centered covered court, in which the whole Hussaini is covered. Due to the width of the ceiling that is, in most cases, completely covered, the architect uses wooden pillars, covered by textile at times of ceremonies, since the fall of its original ceiling due to age as will be seen in Dolt Abad Hospice.
VI.1
Shamseya Hussaini: ‫حسينية‬ ‫شمسية‬ It is located beside Shams Abad School in Isfahan, dating back to the end of the Safavid Age. It is distinguished by two features; the first is that it is a covered Hussaini without a court, as it is directly entered through an opaque entrance leading to an octagonal shaped corridor that opens to a spacious area of a horizontal plan consisting of eight sides. The Hussaini is currently roofed by textile covers, and it is completely renovated following its old pattern (Fig.14) . . although in the references and resources it was described as a hospice, it was initially established to function for condolences ceremonies and other Shi'a sectarian celebration [18] . Shah Naser al-Din ordered the expansion of this hospice to the maximum, due to the narrowness of the other Hussaini in Tehran. In fact, many complaints came on such Hussaini, for women were unable to stand beside men for being overcrowded. That is why the hospice was designed on a circular horizontal plan of a diameter of 600m and height of 24m (14.p. 7). It consists of four floors, with a stolen floor that appears from the hospice external interface (15: S1, p. 85). The first floor was for the ministers and state rulers, while the second floor was for women (Pic. 1), in which one of its parts has an opaque entrance like an iwan and made higher and more spacious for the Shah. As for the third floor, it was for those who participated in acting and playing instruments and more (16. P. 139). The hospice ceiling was wooden and made of two layers, but it cracked and collapsed. Thus, a movable ceiling was attached to the hospice, as the architect added around 12 arches of metal and wood to be covered in textile during ceremonies. This was in an attempt to lighten the burden on the hospice architecture due to its spacious diameter. As a whole, it is a mixture of the European influences that are obvious in the building design, like that of Verona Theatre in Italy (17. P. 572, p.576), (13. P. 293, p. 294). In the hospice design, the influence with Roman theatres is obvious, as Naser al-Din Shah Qajar considered it as the best model to be followed in Hussaini architecture, as it is distinguished by its circular horizontal plan and a group of identical terraces that help in serving the theatre function and accommodate a large number of spectators. This is similar to the Hussaini function, as it requires a spacious area for condolences ceremonies and to act the scenes of al-Hussein death.
Picture (1) Dawlat Abad Hospice design, with its several floors and being roofed by the dome with wooden arches (13, p. 145)
VII. An Artistic Study Of The Stable And Transferred Decorative Elements On Iranian Hussaini In The Safavid And Qajared Ages:
In addition to the artistic elements transferred of weapons, spears and more, the Hussaini have other tools used during the ceremonies, like black incense to perfume the place and palm trees to refer to the house family (6.p. 158). Also, there are words and statements of specific connotations used in condolences like "Answer Allah's Will", which is said seven times in appeal to al-Hussain. The symbol of the hand is found as well, not relating to push envy away but to applause for Imam al-Hussain, announcing the support of the condolence people to al-Hussain as Imam (4.pp. 70-71). In the Hussaini, black textile and flags are hanged for lamentation, relating to the tents of al-Hussain and his family in Karbala War Square. People who follow alHussain wear white, green and black, while his enemies wear red (11.p. 139), on which poetic quotations are written from al-Hussaini epic on sorrow and hardship. Such textile is known as the painting, and mostly the poetry of Mohtashem al-Kashani ‫الكاشاًي‬ ‫هحخشن‬ is written on it [19] . The Hussaini has a pan that relates to the golden pan tomb [20] , like the one in which al-Hussain's head was put in it, preceded by Yahia bin Zakaria alSedik ‫الصذيق‬ ‫زكريا‬ ‫بي‬ ‫يحي‬ . There is also a spear referring to spear top tomb, on which al-Hussain head was raised before being killed, a plate referring to the plate tomb, and inside the Hussaini court, there is a high bed made of wood and straw of one meter height on which the condolences ceremonies are done. There are swords, truss and various martial tools reflecting al-Hussain's murder day, through which the way he was killed is acted (Fig.15,  16 ) (pic.2).
In the Hussaini, there are artistic shapes of certain meanings and symbolic representations put on spears, and are usually made of copper, like an apple, a pear, and a pomegranate, each symbolizing a story of connection between al-Hussain and his grandfather the Prophet (pbuh) (18. P. 222). There are drawings of peacocks on copper spears [49], symbolic of heaven angels and eternal happiness [21] . On these spears, there are decorations of a lion that symbolize Asad Allah Ali bin Abu Taleb (the Lion of Allah). The lions' decorations are known from the Sasanian art in Iran, which are accompanied by decorations of snakes with bells hanging from their tongues. The snake was Adam's servant in heaven, but participated with the peacock in Satan's entrance to heaven leading to Adam's fall down to earth (19. Pp. 160-164). The snake was the best looking and highest standard of animals in heaven, before falling to earth [22] . In fact, since the oldest of ages, man has attached it to force and strength, and gave it magical features and mythical hidden powers [23] . That is why man worshipped it throughout ancient history, becoming related to good and evil together (19. p 194). On these spears, the snake may symbolize protection and evil, and it is also viewed as the power that spreads order and justice in the universe (20.pp. 73-74). All this relates to al-Hussain, who sacrificed himself for justice and the defense of mankind (Fig.15, 16 ) (Pic. 2). Fig (14) A. Drawing for one of the spears that carry decorations of peacocks and snakes, along with the hand and some other symbolic decorative elements. B. The sword head that refers to Ali's sword that ends in snake heads, and its handle also is surrounded by snake heads for protection and care. (By the researcher) Picture (2) Samples of the artistic units and elements inside Haroni Hussaini (By the researcher)
VIII. Conclusion
1. Although the first appearance of the Hussaini architecture in Iran was in the Safavid Age due to the dominance of the Shiites doctrine, the country witnessed a leap in such architecture in the Qajared Age, as they spread inside the big and small cities at the time of Karim Khan, Naser al-Din Khan and others. This is in contrast with what was found at the age of the Qajared family of scientific heritage that is supposed to be used in teaching and training academic cadres that specialize in teaching the Shiites doctrine. This can be made up for due to the dominance of spirituality over science in the Qajared Age, and Prevalence of myths instead of scientific methods; whose imams used to turn the people against the state. 2. The total contrast between the design of the mosque and that of the Hussaini, as the latter was not divided except by a number of extensions and chambers that open from the inside. Thus, they did not occupy a space of the Hussaini court, as in its establishment, they took the space into consideration and the lack of columns or pillars. Also, Hussaini buildings were covered with cellars or flat ceilings. On the other hand, the horizontal plan of the mosque consists of a centered court in the middle of four iwans, connected through corridors, in which the mosque iwans and corridors are covered by domes or cellars. 3. It is clear to those who follow the Iranian Hussaini architecture design that most of the time a well is attached to it from the outside to provide water to the people coming for condolences, and as it also represents the Shiites thought that values water, since the master of the martyrs of heaven died deprived of it. 4. Iranian Hussaini is distinguished by its several main and subsidiary entrances, that may reach six entrances completely and directly opening to the court, which helps in serving the function of the Hussaini. 5. One of the Hussaini entrances is distinguished by being covered with a high dome centered by a lantern. In fact, this unit appeared in most of the Hussaini under study. Although this entrance is not distinguished by an architectural feature, the addition of the dome with lantern, which was not common in Iranian religious architecture in general earlier, shows that this was considered the main entrance of the Hussaini. 6. The design of the Hussaini was appropriate for its function, as it was distinguished by some features, as: -Spacious court, without being occupied with any architectural unit except very rarely -Several entrances, directly designed to open to the court -The architect tried to follow the designs of the Safavid and Qajared mosques and schools, but despite this and due to the influence of functionality over design, many of the entrances that open to the court in the Hussaini sides were opaque for not being used. This means that, through this design, the Iranian architect preserved the external familiar appearance, but did not functionalize the added units to his architecture. -The architect took into consideration the rotation of Moharram month throughout the year, for which there must be roofed spaces for protection from the cold of winter. Yet, almost half the Hussaini space was left as an empty court without any architectural element or unit. -It is also noticed from the horizontal plans of Hussaini in Iran that it was not directed towards qiblah, as it was not for praying. This is apparent in the fact that even the main iwan was not in the qiblah direction, especially in the separate Hussaini, as a small mosque "Namaz Khana" was attached to it to serve the function of the mosque for the five prayers. However, the opposite is found in the Hussaini buildings attached to religious complexes, as the architect directed it towards the qiblah, for serving several functions in addition to being attached to religious buildings in which prayers were established.
Notes:
(1) It is a type of sectarian buildings in which condolences ceremonies are held for the Shi'a, (17. p.82). It was known by Prof. Sheta (21. P. 972) as "the hospice in which the holy Rawda ‫روضَ‬ is established, and the religious ceremonies are held" (21.S1, p.972). The Hussaini buildings are known in some nooks as the public hospices, zinnia ‫زيٌيت‬ , and then the cultural (3. p.101).
(2) A definition of some names specific to its architecture, as Aza Khana ‫,عساخاًَ‬ Ta'zeya Khana ‫خاًَ‬ ‫حعسيت‬ , Imam Bara ‫بارٍ‬ ‫اهام‬ , Ashura Khana ‫خاًَ‬ ‫عاشىرا‬ , Tabut Khana ‫خاًَ‬ ‫حابىث‬ , Jaboutara ‫جبىحرٍ‬ , and Jouk Iimam Saheb ‫ﮁ‬ ‫صاحب‬ ‫اهام‬ ‫وك‬ . Such names differ with the province of establishment, and most of the Hussaini buildings have a personal nature not following the government, in contrast to the mosque. In fact, some believe that they were established in provinces for this purpose, as the state is Sunni, while there are a group of Shi'a in it, (22, p.4) (23. P. 32). (3) The definition of hospice: it is the residence place of the monks and Sufi, similar to the architecture of khanqah, (24, p.93 ) . Far mentioned that it is the place, in which the Shi'a sectarian ceremonies are held, (17. p.62). This means that it serves both functions, unlike the Hussaini that is for condolences ceremonies only. Accordingly, it obviously and clearly differs in its architectural design from hospices. Despite this, the hospices played a major role in condolences ceremonies and lamentation as well, as in Moharram, it is specialized in doing so,( 18. pp.221-222) . The hospice is thought to be "the second moral base after the mosque for Mmuslims, especially Shi'a, as it is the place where the condolences ceremony for the Master of Martyrs is held, and it is directly connected with the old performances held at the Byshdayn Age", (25 p.69) . At the beginning, Hussaini buildings and zeinaat were built beside the hospices, then the hospice itself was transformed into a Hussaini to hold the condolences ceremony only, abandoning its initial function of serving as a residence for the Sufi and poor, (23. pp.22-23) . who is in the heaven and earth cried for him, ( 30 , p.45). Imam al-Reda told one of his companions "…if you will cry over something then let it be al-Hussain bin Ali bin Abdul Moteleb, as he was slaughtered like a ram",( 30, pp.312-313). He also said: "Moharram is the month in which people before Islam forbid killing, so they shed our blood, violated our sacred, swore at our ancestors and women, started fire in our houses and destroyed all our belongings. They did not take into consideration Allah's Prophet forbidding of anything concerning us. Al-Hussain day made our eyes swell, shed our tears, humiliated our master on a land of sorrow and plague, and gave us the heritage of sorrow and plague till our death, so for al-Hussain shall we all cry, as crying over him removes our major sins". Al-Hussain said: "I am the killed for a lesson, and who ever remembers me shall cry", and al-Sadiq said: "All anxiety and crying is hateful, except that for al-Hussain", (30. , p.283, p.279) , ( 3, pp.70-71 Muhammad and Jibril playing around the Prophet, were given an apple, quince and pomegranate, and they gave them to the Prophet who asked them to give the fruits to their mother Fatima. They all ate together and returned to their origin state, until the death of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), and al-Hussain said: "there was no change back then in Fatima days. When she died, we lost the pomegranate, and the quince and apple remained during Ali days. Then, when Ali died, we lost the quince and only the apple remained as it is even after the death of al-Hassan who was poisoned. But, I was banned from drinking water and whenever I was thirsty, I would just smell the apple and the thirst would be gone. But, as the thirst was unbearable, I took a bite and I was sure I was finite". ( 30, p.49) This was narrated by Ali bin al-Hussain an hour before his death, and it is believed that Karbala land smells like apple in the morning, (3. pp.191-192 ). "When Allah created the throne, he said: He did not create anyone better than me and was moved by greatness, so Allah surrounded him by a snake of seven thousand wings, in each wing seven thousand feathers, in each feather seven thousand face, in each face seven thousand mouths, and in each mouth seven thousand tongue coming out for praise as much as rain drops, tree leaves, stones, days and all angels. The snake then leaned and the throne half leaned on it, making him modest", (36. S.1, p.252).
